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CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE/DELIVERY

KR-COMA1000 American coffee machine with 1 CARAFE and 2 Hot
Plates, hourly production lt.16, V.230 / 1, Kw.2.00,
dim.mm.215x385x460h

PROFESSIONAL DESCRIPTION

AMERICAN COFFEE MACHINE, hourly production 16 lt: 

stainless steel construction;
d opium heated steel top , with hot shelf and acrylic jug with stainless steel bottom, capacity per hour 16 liters , preparation time 6
min per carafe ;
dual functionality , designed for the rapid realization of infusions of 
coffee powder;
it is equipped with two heating plates , the lower one to keep the freshly brewed coffee warm and the upper one to heat other jugs of ready-
made drinks;
practical, fast and versatile;
very easy to use, very fast for preparing large quantities of coffee, it prepares 1.6 liters of coffee in 5 minutes ; 
tank for cold water for immediate access; 
equipped with manual reset safety thermostat , level pressure switch and two regulating thermostats for the two heating plates.
easy and quick to clean;
handy and sturdy, structure and fairings are in stainless steel;
the easy cleaning of the top and the construction features of the machine allow you to always have the equipment as new. The tank is easy to
empty for the appropriate rear discharge.

Supplied :
a carafe.

CE marking 

TECHNICAL CARD

power supply Monofase
Volts V 230/1

frequency (Hz) 50
motor power capacity (Kw) 2,00



Delivery from 4 to 9 days

Delivery from 4 to 9 days

breadth (mm) 215
depth (mm) 385
height (mm) 460

TECHNICAL CARD

CODE/PICTURES DESCRIPTION PRICE/DELIVERY

KR-COMA15

Technochef - CARAFE in Glass for Caffe Filter
from lt.1.7, mod. COMA15
Glass carafe for Coffee Filter with handle and spout in
black plastic, capacity lt.1,7, diameter 150 mm, height
175 mm.

KR-COMAF1

Technochef - PACKAGE 1000 FILTERS for COFFEE
MACHINE
Pack of 1,000 paper coffee filters
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